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About This Game

You are a Prisoner. In a strange place with many rooms. You hear a noise, as if something is moving around. Move from one
room to another, avoid deadly traps and try to escape.

Features

 An enormous amount of levels. All of the rooms inside of the Complex are moving, and you never know what they are
gonna be like next time.

 Deadly traps. Be careful, there can be a variety of traps inside of the rooms: from steel blades to laser launchers.

 Uncover the Complex step by step. Before starting the most difficult trials, discover the two endings that will give you an
access to the new levels.

 Trials. After finishing the game, you will get an access to the special trials, that shall give you an opportunity to gain the
additional rewards and achievements.

 Steam achievements.

 Controller support.
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Fantastic shmup game. It has all the features of a high quality Japanese Shmup game. The difficulty is very good.. Ive played
this one through three times from start to finish and still feel like there's still something waitting for me to discover. A very good
read, interesting characters, but i think the most interesting character might be over looked by the casual player.
Im still looking to win over the Heart of the House = ). When you die, you create a bath full of blood. 10/10 would die again.
THe game is quite mediocre, to say the least. I love this genre, but the AI and graphics are very outdated. If you also like this
genre, stick with the best, which´s Hitman.. I think the paint job on the loco is great also this SD40-2 to me drives better all
around then the others and the sound of the loco is very good I love this one.. This game is certainly more enjoyable than I first
thought it would be. Picked this up for a measly amount and I haven't been disappointed yet. As a big bowling fan, I wish there
was a more realistic bowling game or simulator available on Steam, but this doesn't claim to be realistic (obviously) but it is
enjoyable and can see myself racking up a few hours on it. The oppenents aren't too easy and put up a bit of a fight and the trick
or treats make it interesting. Worth a buy I'd say.. The other three chapters,please!. I always felt like Borderlands was overrated,
and it was mostly held up by the post-apocalyptic wasteland buzz that Fallout 3 generated at the time. It can be fun with friends,
but you're better off playing Borderlands 2 with friends.. Not bad for $1.49, but its missing some basics of routlette for being a
roulette simulator.

PROS:
-graphics are fine, I liked the themes
-looks close to digital roulette layouts like the casinos have

CONS:
-You cant split bets! (biggest turn off for me)
-Your bets can only be seen on the right of the screen, I wish there would be a chip representation on the board.
-I wish there was an option to pick table limits.
-You can't place bets as soon as the roll starts. last second bets are the best.
-You can't mute background music
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is just why? 0/10. Think Hitman meets a good story and you will have an understanding of Alekhine's Gun. Without giving the
plot away, you are a spy doing spy stuff while the greater story unfolds around you. The ability to sneak around, use of
equipment, and the occasion body removal from problematic location help advance your story.

What I did not like about the game was all the crashes. The game just comes to abrupt halt and crashes to the desktep. Doesn't
happen often; but enough to ruin the pace of the story.. game does not want to start. If you know DanTDM he made a video on
it.

You should be careful when you buy this, because sometimes if you don't have the right hard ware it might be blurry.

When I bought it and tryied it out it was blurry.

So you should be careful.. So... this is toy story.. I didn't think i'd have so much fun with this game. I got it in the complete pack
in promo and with 205 levels for just this game, it's really worth the price !!!. I've been using this software for a year to develop
apps using the Adobe Air/Starling platform. If you are familiar with Flash Pro, then you should have no problem using the
timeline interface. Bones were particularly helpful with my animations, especially for animating my realistic cockroaches for
Conk The Roach!

Cons? I'd prefer officially supplied class libraries, rather than community-provided APIs, just to insure the latest features are
available. Otherwise, the tool works great.

I might provide a more detailed review later.
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